
New Shape5 Website and More for 2014!

So, what have we been up to here at Shape5 during 2014?  Well, we'd like to give you a sneak peak.  First off we are
excited to announce we have a new site design on its way! Below are some screenshots of a new site design coming
very soon that will be fully responsive:














The new design will be launched quite shortly, probably within two weeks time.  Along with the launch we will continue
releasing some additions to Shape5 in phases.  The following list of phases is not in sequential order of release but will
include. 


Knowledgebase


All our tutorials and information on our templates will now be centered in one location for easy access.  The knowledge
base will have a powerful search that will assist you in finding the information you are in search to get your site up and
running.  In addition to adding all our current tutorials, we will continue to build this knowledge base into a library of
information for our products.  This has been a long time request of our users and so we are very excited to get this up
and running!


New Affiliate Program Design


We will be upgrading the affiliate side of Shape5 with a powerful, new responsive design that will be easier to navigate
and track the status of your affiliate account here at Shape5.


Vertex 4.0


We are very excited to announce this upcoming release of Vertex 4.0.  The 4.0 release will be heavily focused on
revamping the current admin GUI.  This new version brings many new features such as a fully responsive admin, faster
load time, new site layout tab that will simplify and condense the admin for ease of use and much more!
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